Notice of Committee Meeting

Committee on Civil Law and Procedure

Will meet at: 10:00 A.M. Date: May 10, 2005

Location: Committee Room 2

Remarks:

HB 52  ODINET  TAX EXEMPTIONS/HOMESTEAD (Constitutional Amendment) Removes the prohibition that persons aged sixty-five and older whose adjusted gross income exceeds fifty thousand dollars, as adjusted annually by the Consumer Price Index, cannot receive a special assessment of residential property (Technical Review Only)

HB 157  PITRE (TBA)  CONSTITUTION/AMENDMENT (Constitutional Amendment) Specifies that the law providing for the calling of a constitutional convention may limit the matters to be considered by the constitutional convention (Technical Review Only) (Subject to Rule Suspension)

HB 181  PITRE  CORPORATIONS Provides for the recognition of separate legal personalities among affiliated corporations and other business entities

HB 187  ARNOLD  TAX/AD VALOREM-EXEMPTION (Constitutional Amendment) Removes prohibition against extending exemption for motor vehicles to municipal taxes (Technical Review Only)

HB 214  GALLOT  RECORDS/RECORDATION Provides for the recording of documents in the mortgage and conveyance records

HB 257  JOHNS  MALPRACTICE/MEDICAL Revises definitions under the state and private medical malpractice acts

HB 281  ANSARDI  EVIDENCE Provides for admissibility of state police crime lab BAC test results in civil cases

HB 308  BOWLER  PRESCRIPTION Provides for the application of conflict of laws

HB 353  WALKER  MALPRACTICE/MEDICAL Removes the 180-day time period limitation for rendering medical review panel opinions

HB 419  CARTER, K.  TAX/AD VALOREM-EXEMPTION (Constitutional Amendment) Exempts from property tax works of art on consignment (Technical Review Only)

HB 465  BALDONE  MORTGAGES Provides for inclusion of the minor's date of birth in the special mortgage given by the tutor

HB 485  WALKER  MALPRACTICE/MEDICAL Provides for the confidentiality of risk management information in medical malpractice cases

GLENN ANSARDI
Chairman